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Abstract
Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) and Agile Software Development (ASD) have both been recognized as
important software development methods; they have many success stories and share some similarities. However,
there is a lack of research regarding the comprehensive integration of the two. This work presents a single case of a
hybrid student FOSS project where ASD and FOSS were combined and reports if this combination benefits the
contributors. We conducted Action Research (AR) with one sub-team of a large hybrid student FOSS project, and
performed three AR cycles based on the Kanban method. The Kanban practices visualize the workflow, make policies
explicit and implement feedback loops were examined during the AR cycles. They are discussed in detail in this paper,
which has two main contributions: first, it describes a real world situation, where Kanban is applied to a hybrid student
FOSS project, and second, it determines that the combination is experienced as beneficial by contributors. Study
participants report a positive effect on communication with other teams and stakeholders due to the use of the
Kanban and regard their time acquiring knowledge about Kanban practices as well spent.
Keywords: FOSS, Free open source software, Kanban, Agile software development, Lean, Action research

1 Introduction
This paper examines if the use of an Agile Software
Development (ASD) method, namely the Kanban method
[3, 24], in the context of a hybrid student Free and Open
Source Software (FOSS) project is experienced as beneficial by the project’s contributors or not. A large body of
research has been published on agile methods [12] and
their adoption in distributed settings [5, 30] since the
publication of the agile manifesto. Within the last fifteen
years both, FOSS and ASD, increased in popularity and
are nowadays established processes in software development [9, 12]. Some studies have been conducted about
combining ASD and FOSS [15, 17]. In 2003 Warsta and
Abrahamsson [40] and Koch [22] in 2004 already determined that the definition of ASD methods and FOSS
development are related, but in 2009 Ågerfalk et al. [1] still
identified agile development in the context of open source
software as a future research area. A systematic literature
review in 2013 showed that ASD methods can support
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FOSS development due to their shared concepts and principles. However, Gandomani et al. [15] did not find a case
study comprehensively combining FOSS and ASD.
This paper is an extension of previous work [17], where
we positively answered the question “Can FOSS and ASD
be comprehensively combined?”. This new work improves
the conference paper in the following aspects:
• It describes three new Action Reseach (AR) cycles,
discovering more details about combining Kanban
and FOSS.
• It determines that combining Kanban and FOSS is
not only possibly, but it also experienced as beneficial
by contributors. In fact, so beneficial that some study
participants use personal Kanban to manage all their
tasks.
• It reports a positive change in communication and
interaction to other teams due to the use of the
Kanban method.
• It shows, that contributors regard their time learning
about Kanban as worth it.
The project studied in this paper uses an agile approach
using elements of eXtreme Programming (XP) and
Kanban. The following methods are used to a greater or
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lesser extent: automated unit tests (the project strives to
use test driven development), pair programming, refactoring, release planning (occurs in irregular intervals), short
releases, continuous integration, coding standards, collective code ownership, simple design and regular meetings
(weekly), and a Kanban board. Developers of the project
are mainly students, but there are many international contributors, who, e.g., provide translations for the user interface, bug reports or feature requests. With this work we
focus on the experience of the contributors. Do they benefit enough from integrating new practices, so the additional learning is worth the effort? FOSS projects try to
keep the entrance barrier as low as possible and you would
not want to drive away possible contributors by imposing
practices on them, which do not provide much benefit to
them. Thus, this paper attempts to answer the following
Research Question (RQ) “Can FOSS projects benefit from
using agile methods like the Kanban Method?”. To answer
this question we will focus on different aspects and try to
answer three sub-questions,
• RQ1.1 Do FOSS contributors, who are coached in the
Kanban Method, experience this knowledge as
beneficial to their work or not?
• RQ1.2 Do interaction or communication during
meetings change with the use of the Kanban Method?
• RQ1.3 Do FOSS contributors regard their time
acquiring Kanban knowledge well spent or rather a
waste of time?
Because FOSS contributors have only very limited time
to spend on FOSS work, it is not only interesting to know,
if Kanban is experienced as beneficial(see RQ1.1), but
also if contributors regard this combination as beneficial
enough to their work, so they are willing to spend some of
their time on acquiring knowledge about Kanban instead
of programming. This work describes three AR cycles, our
findings and the experiences gained. It evaluates the possible benefits of integrating an ASD method into a hybrid
student FOSS project and if contributors consider the
time learning Kanban methods and practices well spent.

2 Related work
Compared to research in the fields of FOSS and ASD in
general - which is thriving - research about both methods combined is rather scarce. Most work merely focusses
on a collaboration and not integration of these methods.
Most of the time only one specific practice is applied
to a FOSS project. For example, Turnu et al. [38] created an open source simulation model, added test driven
development to the simulation and reviewed the simulation results. Deshpande and Riehle [10] investigated more
than 5000 active FOSS projects, whether they used continuous integration. Düring [13] investigated the effects
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of sprint driven development (people meet for up to one
week to work on the code base together) on the PyPy
project. Ahmad et al. [2] describe the use of a Kanban
board in their project-based software engineering courses.
MacKellar et al. [25] describe the client-oriented free
and open source development approach, where university
software engineering courses collaborate with local nonprofits as clients to build an open source project. All of
them only apply a small subset of ASD practices, often
only one, to a FOSS project or university course or use
FOSS elements for university courses. However, to the
best of our knowledge there exists no study about comprehensively combining ASD and FOSS, neither in an
educational nor industrial context, apart from [17]. Gandomani et al. [15] confirm the lack of literature regarding
the combination of both methods.

3 Background
This section describes details about the hybrid student
FOSS project under study, my role as a researcher within
the project, reasons for choosing Kanban as the method to
be integrated, and reasons why this project was selected.
3.1 The FOSS project

The project under study is an umbrella project, consisting
of various teams developing mobile applications for different platforms, e.g., Android and iOS. Those applications
should enable users to create small creative projects without prior domain knowledge and are primarily targeted at
teenagers. These projects can be shared, even between different platforms, e.g. a project created on Android should
also work on iOS. Some applications have already been
released to the public, others are still in development. The
project is a hybrid student FOSS project, meaning that
the majority of developers is doing one part of their studies within the project, e.g., their Bachelor thesis or Master
project. The project fulfils all terms of the open source
definition [29] and uses the GNU Affero General Public
License. The project does not exactly adhere to the onion
model as described in FOSS research [8, 26, 28, 37]. The
layers are similar but outer layers are not larger by an order
of magnitude. Most developers (around 130) are students,
non-student contributors focus their efforts mostly on
translating the applications (around 90 people), creating tutorials, example projects, Youtube videos and bug
reporting (around 80 people created an account on the
project’s issue tracking system; numbers of reporters using
other means of reporting are not tracked). Students usually stay between six month and approximately two years
with breaks between their Bachelor thesis and Master
project. Coding is sometimes done at the university, but
most of the time developers contribute from all over the
world. Developers change all the time and there are no
core teams or core developers, who stay with the project
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for multiple years and have all the tacit knowledge and
experience, which often builds the backbone of a project.
Contributions to the code are more evenly spread than in
usual FOSS projects, where a small percentage of contributors develops a large percentage of code [19]. Developers
know only a little or a fair amount about agile methods.
Practical software development skills range from beginner to intermediate. Different teams work on the applications for the different platforms and are only loosely
connected. But as all user-created project should work
on every platform, teams have to discuss and agree how
the user-created content is stored and exchanged. Teams
have to cooperate on the design of the user interface as
well, so that the applications feel familiar on every device
while adhering to the platform-specific style guidelines
at the same time. Some teams are sub-teams of a bigger team and are more closely connected to each other.
Super- and sub-teams have to adhere to the same coding
standards, they have to jointly decide how the code of subteams is integrated in the code structure and they have to
ensure that their code is not interfering with each other.
These teams also show the pattern of “enforced ownership” [28], whereas teams without sub-teams do not show
such a clear ownership pattern. As software development
method, an agile approach is used. It contains elements
of XP and Kanban as already described in Section 1. The
project shows the same main differences [28] to industrial
settings as other FOSS projects: the software is developed by a large number of people, they are not assigned
to teams, they self-select the team and topic they are
willing to work on, there exists no system-level design,
or detailed design [39], and there is no list of deliverables or a project plan. The only distinct roles within the
teams are: coordinators, who are the main contact persons for other teams or other interested parties, senior
members, who are able and allowed to merge code into
the main repository, and developers. The team coordinators have a good overview who is performing which
task in the team and make sure the whole team moves
into the same direction. Coordinators and seniors volunteer for the position and the team jointly decides who
is ready and suitable for the position. Only two people
can be considered central management, one is responsible
for organizational activities, e.g., managing infrastructure
and accounts, and the other, the project head, is mainly
responsible for the overall orientation of the umbrella
project. The project head is also the project initiator, who
had an idea to develop software for teenagers. So the
project is not “scratching a developer’s personal itch” [31]
but instead implementing an educator’s vision. Because
developers are not the target group of the software a
Usability and User Experience (UX) team helps other
teams understand user needs and adjust the applications
accordingly.
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3.2 My role as a researcher within the project

Within the project I am responsible for organizational and
supporting processes within the project. So although the
study is designed as insider in collaboration with other
insiders, power relations may play a part. I am not leading
any of the teams, I do not contribute code, and I am not
responsible for deliverables. I am on good terms with the
project head, who is also the professor grading the student
contributors. Therefore, although my role does not have
formal hierarchical power, I may be seen as someone with
informal power within the organization. Possible implications of this perceived power distance are discussed in
Section 6.1. Within the AR team I assumed the role of a
Kanban coach.
3.3 Justification of Kanban

The Kanban method [3, 24] strives to accomplish evolutionary change and establish a culture of kaizen (continuous improvement). It consists of four principles and six
practices. The principles are start where you are; pursue
incremental, evolutionary change; respect the current processes, roles, responsibilities and titles; promote leadership
at all levels. The practices are called visualize the workflow; make policies explicit; manage flow; limit Work In
Progress (WIP); implement feedback loops; improve collaboratively, evolve experimentally (using models and the
scientific method).
Kanban was mainly chosen for the following reasons:
Many contributors of the FOSS project are inexperienced
software developers and the project serves not only software development but teaching purposes as well. According to Ahmad et al. [2] Kanban is a good pedagogical tool
and useful for teaching inexperienced software developers about software engineering. Their study participants
comprehended Kanban as having a short learning curve
and a low adoption threshold. Furthermore, Kanban helps
students improve their team work skills, like collaboration
and communication, which are both very important for
FOSS communities and student teams, making it a lightweight and appropriate approach for FOSS development
and teaching purposes. Due to the short learning curve
and low adoption threshold Kanban keeps the project’s
entrance barrier low, in order to not scare off potential
contributors.
According to Kniberg and Skarin [21], Kanban is the
most adaptive method and allows for small evolutionary
changes. Thus, it does not require positional power, which
is not available in FOSS projects. Job titles and responsibilities do not have to be changed and no week-long
expensive trainings are required. People actively participate in changing their working environment and are
encouraged to use their own mind when doing so, instead
of following rules imposed from above or outside the
team. It is participative and therefore a good match for
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AR as a research methodology, which is discussed in
Section 4.
Jira Kanban boards1 were already in use throughout
the whole umbrella project and with choosing Kanban as
method, the team did not have to change their existing
tools.
3.4 Case selection

This hybrid student FOSS project was selected due to the
following reasons:
• It allows direct personal contact. More detailed
observations on group interaction can be made when
one has direct personal contact to study participants.
Written information, e.g., in mailing lists, only
conveys a small fraction of human communication
and interaction and is often misunderstood [34], if
not used correctly. If you want to change a process,
people affected by these changes need to trust you
and trust is easier established through personal
contact. It also makes it easier to receive feedback on
multiple levels and on this basis to refine researcher
skills and the research methodology. We do not see
personal contact as prerequisite, but as facilitating
the research process.
• Evaluations and experiments are an important part of
AR. Students are often used to research and to
experimenting with different approaches and willing
to evaluate them. Non-student contributors may be
more reluctant to do so. Although this setting with
mainly student developers is rather unusual, it allows
to conduct more questionnaires and evaluations,
which is important for research purposes. Moreover,
students work on many FOSS projects and are not
atypical FOSS contributors per se.
• Reduced bonding time and easy access to team
members and artefacts were other reasons to select
this project. It can take a very long time to build a
good reputation within a FOSS project and to gain
enough trust to be allowed to change work processes.
We already had a basic trusting relationship with
project members hence the bonding period could be
minimized and allowed us to conduct the AR within
a reasonable time frame. If one has direct access to
people and artefacts, e.g., whiteboards and flipcharts,
discussions can be done in a shorter time as well and
it is easier to acquire all material used in the
discussion for later analysis.
• Many characteristics are the same or similar to other
FOSS projects. Even the rather unusual face-to-face
gatherings are not unprecedented in FOSS
projects [13].
Therefore, we think this project is a good starting point
to explore Kanban in the context of FOSS development.
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It should of course not remain the only case, due to its
limitations, which will be discussed in Section 6.1. The
actual sub-project was co-selected by the participants of
the AR. The team coordinator asked me for help regarding the team’s motivation and workflow. Probably because
of my supporting role in the umbrella project, which is
described in more detail in Section 3.2. The team did not
know how to overcome their problems and agreed to participate in research to achieve practical outcomes, which
would hopefully improve their situation. This resulted in
a bias for action, which added to the decision to select
AR as research methodology. Other reasons for selecting
this sub-team were: commitment to AR to achieve practical outcomes, the team uses the same agile workflow as
the other teams, and the team (six to eight people) has
roughly the average size (six to twelve people) of teams
in the umbrella project. All team members are students,
the only non-student developer left the project before the
AR started. The AR team is a sub-team of another team
and implements a larger feature within the super-teams
mobile application, so the team has to coordinate their
efforts with the super-team. The part developed by the
sub-team has not been released to the public, therefore
end users are not part of the sub-team’s workflow for now.

4 Research methodology
4.1 Justification of action research

AR is an iterative approach where past cycles inform later
cycles, which allows for flexibility and responsiveness to
a changing environment and unexpected outcomes, making AR an appropriate approach for a research area, where
only little research has been done and theory about it is
not fully developed yet [14, 20]. Little research has been
done on integrating ASD and FOSS [15], so AR is an
appropriate method. According to Dick [11] AR is also a
well suited method, if you want to achieve scientific and
practical outcomes at the same time. Practical outcomes
were the major motivating factor for the participating
team, so a research method ensuring not only scientific,
but also practical outcomes, increased the commitment of
the research participants. In AR researchers and practitioners collaboratively take theoretically informed actions
to solve real world problems [16]. People affected by those
actions have to commit to them, so outcomes can be
achieved. Involvement in action planning and action taking is one way to ensure commitment [11]. AR offers various participatory methods [18] which foster involvement
of all AR participants.
4.2 Action research cycles

A modified version of Susman and Evereds’ approach [35]
was used as research method. The cyclical model contains
five stages: diagnosing, action planning, action taking,
evaluating, and specified learning. We performed three AR
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cycles consisting of action planning, action taking, evaluation and specified learning, diagnosing was performed
continuously. All steps were discussed jointly and decisions were made in consensus. We used a participatory
AR approach and wanted to involve participants as much
as possible. To provide participants with some theoretical background and information about Kanban principles
and practices, they were provided with a video [23] and
the opportunity to discuss Kanban with the coach during
meetings. We provided this information to foster understanding of Kanban principles and to enable them to
decide how to integrate Kanban practices into their workflow in a way, which would allow them to benefit from
these changes.
4.3 Data sources

The following types of data sources were used as empirical
basis: questionnaires, meeting notes from the weekly team
meetings written by the participants and notes written by
the researcher, the artefacts (pictures of the whiteboards)
produced during the workflow meeting and the feedback meetings, the team’s Kanban board, and the team’s
Cumulative Flow Diagram (CFD). Seven people participated in the AR.
4.4 Data analysis

All questionnaires were statistically analyzed, all notes
taken during meetings and discussions were examined
for issues of interest to the research and recurring problems or topics. Therefore, statements were coded [7] and
grouped together, if they had a common theme, e.g.,
communication, interaction. These themes then inspired
topics for new AR cycles.

5 Action research
This section shortly explains the three cycles and their
phases as described in Subsection 4.2. The following
Kanban practices were examined during these cycles,
visualize the workflow; make policies explicit; implement
feedback loops.
5.1 Diagnosing

Diagnosing was not a distinct phase before these cycles,
but we were constantly searching for clues which could
lead us to improvements of the work process. For this
purpose we looked at data from the online ticket system
Jira and analyzed surveys and meeting notes. Results of
the continuous diagnosing will be discussed in the related
cycles.
5.2 First cycle

Every team member watched the earlier mentioned
Kanban video before starting the cycle. Implement feedback loops was introduced to the team during this AR
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cycle. We discussed different forms of feedback and how
we could improve the team’s work processes.
5.2.1 Action planning and action taking

For our first feedback cycle we decided to focus on two
aspects. First, we fed information about a new Jira workflow (created during [17]) back to the super-team and the
UX team. Previously the board was partly a push system,
this new workflow implemented a pull system. To inform
the other teams, we held an informal meeting with the
coordinators of both teams and explained the changes and
their rationales. We also asked them for feedback about
the new Jira workflow.
Second, the team wanted to eliminate superfluous activities. Were there any activities in their work process,
which did not deliver value to the team, their stakeholders
or users? To explore this topic, the following topics were
explored with the team: is there anything in their work
process which they deem unnecessary or hindering. What
could be improved in the work process in the next iteration? All topics were collected on a whiteboard and after
that every team member voted for his or her most important one. The topic with the most votes was estimating
Jira issues, therefore, we decided to work on that. First, we
analyzed why estimation was identified as an issue, second, we searched for alternatives and third, we compared
the initial approach with a possible new method.
5.2.2 Evaluating and specified learning

Inter-team feedback
Both coordinators, from the super-team and the UX team,
reacted positively to the new workflow. The super-team
coordinator even showed some interest in adopting it for
his team. The new workflow also seemed to trigger a
thought and discussion process for the coordinators, as
both approached the researcher about additional changes
to the workflow. The UX coordinator had suggestions to
better integrate the UX team into the workflow and the
super-team coordinator suggested new workflow states
for the code review part. These conversations determined
the theme for the second cycle, in which we worked on
visualize the workflow.
Estimating Jira issues
In ASD effort of issues is usually estimated by the team to
acquire some knowledge about the size and complexity of
an issue. These estimates are then often used to determine
a team’s velocity, to predict if a goal can be achieved within
the next iteration and to trade work items of similar size
in and out of an iteration, if a time-boxed ASD approach
is used. There exist different estimating techniques, e.g.,
story point estimation, Ideal Days (ID) estimation or Tshirt size estimation.
Kanban teams often do not estimate issues, because estimates do not deliver customer value and therefore do
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not fulfill a purpose. However, in this project story point
estimation is used. “A story-point estimate is an amalgamation of the amount of effort involved in developing the
feature, the complexity of developing it, the risk inherent
in it, and so on.” [6]. Typical scales are derived from the
Fibonacci sequence and contain values between one and
ten, 21 or 100.
Advantages of story point estimation are:
• It is more accurate than other estimation methods.
• It is independent of time units.
• One can calculate team velocity directly (without
needing to convert sizes to numerical values).
• A more fine-grained scale offers more detailed
information.
Disadvantages of story point estimation are:
• Many articles about agile estimating specifically
mention that joint experience as a team is a key factor
to accurately determine story point estimates.
• New teams often struggle with estimating stories
effectively, and it takes some iterations until a team’s
velocity becomes stable.
• In the beginning estimates vary too much and
velocity is therefore unstable as well.
• If you cannot determine velocity, you can not derive
duration.
The story point scale used in this hybrid student FOSS
project contains the values 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200,
and 500. The story points are not used to determine velocity, to determine the amount of issues for one iteration, or
anything of this nature. In fact, right now it is not possible to calculate an average team velocity because iterations
are very different in the amount of features implemented
and time duration. Hence estimates do not fulfil one of
the usual purposes. Team members only use estimates
to determine, if an issue is small enough to fit into their
schedule.
The major problems for the team with this kind of
estimating were:
• The concept of story points is unknown to most
contributors and this will probably not change, due to
transient team members. Estimating by story points
has to be explained before every planning meeting,
which consumes quite some time and still this
concept stays too abstract for some.
• The scale is too far reaching, making it very difficult
to compare the efforts, i.e., what does it mean, if an
issue is 200 or 500 times the effort of another issue?
Humans have difficulties comparing values over
more than one order of magnitude [27, 32].
• Issues and their effort were only compared within
one iteration. The values were assigned more or less
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arbitrary and there was no consistency between
planning meetings. This reduced the informative
value of the effort estimation to a minimum and team
members were unable to use it to select an issue
which fitted into their schedule, because the meaning
of the different values changed distinctively between
two iterations.
• Thus, story points delivered no value to the team or
anyone else. Effort estimation just “had to be done”.
• Effort estimation did not provide the information
team members wanted. For them the most important
information concerning effort is connected to the
time necessary to resolve an issue. However, relative
sizing with story points is not intended to convey
information about time. The duration of an iteration
is only derived from the total amount of story points
divided by the team’s velocity.
The team could not determine velocity and therefore
could not derive duration and, thus, not determine how
long an issue would take. As a result team members saw no
meaning in estimating issues and regarded it as unnecessary. To give estimating a meaning for the team we investigated alternatives. Two of them will be shortly explained
here, because they motivated the new estimation scale.
First T-shirt sizing, issues are assigned a T-shirt size
between, e.g., XS and XXL. Other methods relate size to
cars or dogs, but they share the same principle, removing
the implied precision of numbers. Theses sizes (T-shirts,
cars, dogs) can be related to story point values, e.g., M =
5, L = 10, which can be used in metrics.
Advantages of T-shirt sizing:
• It can expedite the voting processes, because it
provides fewer options.
• It does not suggest precision because of a
non-numerical score.
• It allows to think in a more abstract way about effort.
It even allows for creativity and fun during
estimation, if more unconventional sizes are used.
• It can also be beneficial to start with a simpler
approach than story points for new teams, e.g.,
T-shirt sizes, dog sizes etc. and to slowly move
towards a numerical scale, when a team has some
experience with estimating.
Disadvantages of T-shirt sizing:
• The accuracy of velocity estimates might be reduced,
because the estimation scale is less detailed.
• There is no clear mathematical correlation between
the different sizes.
• If you want to track effort and velocity over time, you
need to convert the sizes to numerical values.
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Another method is estimating in units of time. If you
approximate time, you can either estimate in elapsed days
or in ID. Elapsed days contain all interruptions, which
might occur, while working on an issue, whereas ID contain only the amount of time an issue will take, without
any interruptions, organizational overhead etc. Since one
can never anticipate all possible interruptions estimating
in ID is easier than in elapsed days. Because ID only consider the time necessary to finish an issue, they are also an
estimate of size, but less strictly than story points [6].
The team liked the idea of estimating in time, because
this information is important to them. But they did not
want to estimate an exact number of ID, because this
would suggest that their estimates are more precise than
they actually are. They preferred a less detailed classification and wanted the estimate to convey some information
about time duration. Thus, we decided to combine both
methods and created a proposal for a future scale containing three values, S, M, and L. Similar to story points, for
every team these sizes can mean something different, e.g.,
S = one to three ID, or S = up to one ID etc. This could lead
to misunderstandings between teams, when they collaborate on larger features, but this is true for all team-specific
estimation techniques and because there are only three
sizes, differences between teams should be negligible.
In the context of this team ID usually are not successional, e.g., if an issue is estimated to take two ID, they can
in fact stretch over a few weeks, as people usually do not
work full time on the project. One ID can contain several
smaller units, which take place on different week days in
different weeks, whenever people have time to work on
the project.
The team decided to use the following units in the
beginning and to adapt them in the future, if necessary:
S = up to one ID, M = two to three ID, and L = four to
five ID. Larger issues would be divided into smaller issues
before working on them. The team decided that this scale
should be detailed enough for their purposes. A more in
depth classification would not be needed and would have
unnecessarily prolonged time expenditure for estimating
issues. Although, the direct correlation of issue size to
time is not ideal, it is a starting point and provides some
information about time duration, which is currently the
only information used by team members. We compared
this proposal with the story points method. Table 1 shows
the results of this comparison.
The story points approach was used for several iterations in the past. For future iterations the team switched
their estimating scale to T-shirt sizes, because they
deemed this approach more appropriate for them, because
it reduces the time needed for voting due to the reduced
number of options. After one iteration with estimating
in T-shirt sizes, including planning meeting, estimating issues and code development, the team filled in a
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questionnaire about their experiences in this iteration
with T-shirt sizes, and their experiences with story points
in the iterations before the last. The questionnaire was
statistically analyzed. In one question they were asked
to rate how many of their issues they estimated on a
scale of 0 to 100% (adapted from Shodan Input Metric
Survey [41] with 0% being never, 10% hardly ever, 20%
rarely, 30% sometimes, 40% common, 50% half & half,
60% usually, 70% often, 80% regular, 90% always and 100%
fanatic), and how many of their tickets they would like
to have estimated (desired value). For the story points
method the actual mean value was 48% (Standard Deviation (SD)=36%) and for the desired value it was 64%
(SD=32%). For the T-shirt size method the actual average value was 92% (SD=4%) and the desired value was
93% (SD=5%). Regarding the usefulness of both methods
team members had to select between not useful at all =
1; hardly useful = 2; neutral/undecided = 3; a bit useful = 4; and very useful=5. Ratings for the story points
method were: hardly useful and not useful at all were
selected by 50%, 33% selected a bit useful and very useful,
and 17% were neutral/undecided (Mean Value (MV)=2.8,
SD=1.5). Ratings for the T-shirt sizes method were: 50%
were neutral/undecided and 50% selected a bit useful and
very useful (MV=3.8, SD=1). Thus, the use of estimation
has improved and team members regard estimation as
more useful than before. This is also supported by the
analysis of the Jira issues. With story point estimation 63%
issues were not estimated or had the default value. “Not
estimated” was added as default option only shortly before
switching from story point estimation. With T-shirt size
estimation only 3% of issues are not estimated. We can not
report on the accuracy of the estimations, because team
members do not log their working hours for issues.
Despite the advantages of story points and the shortcomings of T-shirt sizes, for this hybrid student FOSS
team a time related estimation seems to be more desirable. And because story points and velocity are not used
in the value chain the team could switch to a simpler
approach. It is more efficient for them, because the scale
is less detailed, more intuitive to them, because they are
more used to estimating in units of time, and it provides
all information the team requires, i.e., if an issue fits into
their schedule. Hence, in the context of FOSS projects
using simpler methods can sometimes be more useful,
than intending to use more elaborate methods and have
people not use them, because they are perceived as too
complicated, too time-consuming, and as to not deliver
value.
An additional result of this questionnaire was, that
planning meetings were conducted too rarely. Some new
team members had not taken part in one up to this
point. This finding called for a closer investigation of that
topic. Through analysis of previous planning meetings, we
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Table 1 Characteristics of story points and T-shirt sizes as estimating units as seen by team members
Criteria

Story points

T-shirt sizes

Simplicity/Complexity

Estimation depends on the reference issue(s), which
has to stay the same over time. Otherwise estimations
are not meaningful.

Simpler, intuitive, not interdependent, relates to
working time, easier. Everybody can do it.

Level of detail

More exact. If it is not correctly done, it is less meaningful. It is more complicated to assign issues a correct
value.

It is less detailed. Estimation and reality are closer to
each other.

Usefulness

Useful if it is done correctly. More experience needed
to estimate correctly. If there are too many different units, estimating becomes impossible. Usefulness
depends on project and team size. Our estimation
procedure delivered useless estimates.

Always useful. A rough estimation is always
helpful. It is sufficient if a more detailed planning is not
necessary.

Informative value

It is more exact but also more error-prone. One needs
to know the estimation system. A finish date can be
determined more exactly.

Less granular.

Makes use of learning effects

Estimates become more accurate with experience.

No.

Time expenditure

It is much more time-consuming, especially in the
beginning.

It is faster.

discovered that they were conducted only twice a year and
lasted three hours on average. The long duration made it
difficult in the past to set a date, where everybody could
participate. Thus, the planning was sometimes conducted
in the late evening, after students’ working hours in their
day jobs and various university courses, making it difficult to concentrate the whole time and the whole planning
meeting strenuous. Therefore, team members were not
looking forward to planning meetings. A new approach
was proposed to the team. They could consider their
average number of finished issues per month and plan
iterations accordingly, which in their case would mean to
plan fewer issues. It was also proposed to plan smaller
iterations, which would yield two positive effects. They
would become more experienced regarding planning and
the meeting would be shorter, making it easier to fit it
in everbody’s schedule. The team tried it and the following meeting took only one and a half hours, all necessary
information for the next iteration was gathered and afterwards one member said “This was fun, can we do it more
often.”
5.3 Second cycle

Based on the feedback from the super-team and UX team
we received during the first cycle we worked on the Kanban practices visualize the workflow and make policies
explicit.
5.3.1 Action planning and action taking

During a regular meeting previously created policies were
reviewed and discussed by the team, if they were still valid,
if some became obsolete or if they should add new ones.
To revise the Jira workflow we invited all coordinators
from all teams within the umbrella project. The coordinator of the super-team and the UX team because they

are directly connected to the team and the others because
they could deliver different points of view on the matter
and at the same time were informed about possible workflow changes. We held a meeting and used whiteboards
to draft the new workflow. We collected and discussed
all possible states within a new workflow. Afterwards,
we put them in order and discussed which transitions
were needed, who should be allowed to use the transitions, e.g., code review transitions should only be done
by experienced team members, etc. Finally, we sketched
the whole workflow on a whiteboard and asked everyone
if they could think of any more improvements or if they
approved of it this way, until consensus was reached. The
whiteboard drawing can be found in the Additional file 1.
5.3.2 Evaluating and specified learning

Only a few policies had to be changed, but reviewing them
refreshed everybody’s memory. The team realized that
they should reconsider them on a regular basis to keep the
policies alive and present.
The new workflow (see Fig. 1) is more elaborate than
the previous one and allows for a more thorough division of labor and a more detailed view of the current
work items. The Issues Pool is a mixture of user feature
requests and bug reports, issues created by the project
head and the team. Between the Issues Pool and Ready
for Development issues are sorted through, e.g. for duplicates, and requirements are defined. Code reviews are
split into two parts, one being the actual review and the
other one being the actual merge into the master branch.
Previously code review and merging code were combined
in on state. Because the project requires the code to be
tested, before it is merged (ideally a test driven approach
is used), this also means that code and tests have to be
reviewed. As it turned out contributors sometimes are
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Fig. 1 The new workflow for the whole umbrella project

afraid of the responsibility which comes with merging new
code into the master branch, because they are not very
experienced in using Git, and because of that, were reluctant to conduct code reviews at all. Now they can start
with reviewing code and slowly step up to also merging
code. This separation of review and merge also provides
the opportunity to include UX reviews of new features
neatly into the workflow after the code has been approved
technically and before the code is merged into the master
branch. This was an important request from the UX team.
Before this change, developers often forgot to ask them for
feedback before merging code, because the UX review was
not represented in the workflow. As a result sometimes
new features were merged, that did not meet UX specifications and had to be repaired. Now if an issue received
UX input in the beginning, before developing it, it has to
undergo UX review as well before it can be merged. Transitions between UX specific states can only be used by
UX members. Some transitions are restricted to seniors
members, because the actions connected to those transitions require a certain amount of knowledge about the
project. Actions necessary for a release are only executed
by a handful of persons. These steps are not represented
in the Jira workflow.
The new workflow was initially intended for the AR
team and only meant to be distributed to other teams
if it proved beneficial, but many coordinators wanted to
test it with their teams as well, so we decided to adopt
the new Jira workflow throughout the whole umbrella
project. Some teams are already considering introducing
WIP limits and one team even started its own improvement initiative. It is about improving code reviews, not
introducing Kanban, but it is a first step into actively
improving their work process. Thus, we can observe that

the effects of the Kanban initiative have spread past the
original team and triggered changes in other teams as well.
5.4 Third cycle

The third cycle was again about implement feedback loops
but this time it was similar to a retrospective. What did the
team achieve so far? Do they recognize improvements or
not? Has something changed for the worse? What could
be next steps?
5.4.1 Action planning and action taking

The team’s CFD, a questionnaire and a feedback meeting were used to answer these questions. The questionnaire included the topics communication, feedback about
Kanban, and the importance of a designated coach role.
During the feedback meeting the team should collect
issues which they would like to improve in their work
process. Arising topics were discussed. Team members
gave examples and reasons why things should change.
After the major topics were collected, the team decided in
consensus on concerns to work on.
5.4.2 Evaluating and specified learning

Jira Board and CFD
The analysis of the Jira board and CFD (see Additional
file 1) showed, that the team was not developing more
issues than before, only the distribution was a bit more
evenly. Before the Kanban coaching the team sometimes
binge-worked or updated their Jira board irregularly.
Questionnaires
In the questionnaire about Kanban (see Additional file 1)
AR participants had to decide if they experience their
Kanban knowledge as very beneficial = 1; a bit beneficial =
2; undecided = 3; a bit useless = 4; very useless = 5 to their
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work within the project and outside the project. The same
choices were given to rate the usefulness of a coach. 29%
rated Kanban knowledge as very beneficial for their work
within the project and 71% rated it beneficial (MV=1.7,
SD=0.48). 57% rated it as very beneficial and 43% as beneficial for their work outside the project (MV=1.4, SD=0.53).
Interestingly, more people rated Kanban knowledge as
very beneficial for their work outside the project (57%)
than within the project (29%). The following answers may
explain this discrepancy. 28% created a personal Kanban
board [4], which contains tasks concerning their whole life
and not only the project, which makes Kanban outside the
project more important for them than within the project.
Another reason was that sometimes the time spent on
Kanban practices reduced the available time for writing code. Team members often work in companies while
studying and therefore have only a very limited amount of
hours to work on the project and sometimes spent more
time on Kanban practices than coding. One team member
responded: “I think Kanban is generally very beneficial to
the team. However, I think the programming vs. Kanban
work ratio is not perfect right now”. Additionally, he talked
to his boss at his workplace to introduce Kanban to the
company. He spends more time working at the company
than in the FOSS project, so he rated the usefulness of
Kanban knowledge outside the project higher than within
the project.
The presence of a Kanban coach was rated very beneficial by all team members. On the one hand team members
appreciate the role of a coach and on the other hand are
aware of the risks a (missing) coach entails: “The board is
now up-to-date but in my opinion the reason is more the
presence of the coach than Kanban”, “Without a coach this
could end in chaos”, “Without a coach there is a greater
risk of leaving important things out or to ignore them
because it’s easier”, “You can become dependent on the
coach, so you don’t achieve anything without him or the
coach could take on a leading role instead of a coaching
role or he might be seen that way by some team members”,
“The team would have never dealt this intensely with the
topic without a coach”, “Feedback from outside the team is
great, because inside the team you often develop a tunnel
vision”, “The coach points out possibilities for improvement we may have not discovered otherwise”, “Whenever
you try to change something, you are easily tempted to fall
back into old habits. In these moments someone who puts
you back on the right path is very precious”.
In general, team members seem to experience the use of
the Kanban method as beneficial to their work inside and
even outside the project, which answers RQ 1.1.
Regarding the communication, AR participants had to
rate their communication with stakeholders and within
the team on the following scale very positive change =
1; a bit positive change = 2; unchanged/undecided = 3;
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a bit negative change = 4; very negative change = 5. The
communication to stakeholders outside the team changed
positively or very positively according to 71%, and 29%
said it did not change or they are undecided (MV=2.1,
SD=0.69). As most important changes, communication
with the super-team, the project head, the UX team and
users were mentioned. Team members are aware that
there is still plenty of room for improvement, but thanks
to the stakeholder analysis in cycle zero they now know
who they need to talk to and which relations they need
to cultivate more. Within the team itself changes were
not that distinct. 43% said it changed positively or very
positively and 57% said it did not change or they were
undecided (MV=2.3, SD=0.95). Text comments showed
that team members consider the communication within
the team generally as very good, so it is not so surprising, that changes were not as evident. Some team
members noticed that meetings were held more regularly
and attendance improved, although they could not say if
it was due to Kanban or the coach’s presence. In general,
team members recognized a positive change regarding
communication and interaction within the team and to
other teams. Therefore, we are confident that the communications behavior changed and we confirm RQ 1.2.
Concerning the interaction during meetings, the most visible change is, that the team now almost always uses their
Jira board, when discussing issues. Previously they only
seldom looked at it.
Regarding RQ 1.3 team members had to answer if they
regard the benefit from using Kanban, as worth the time
for all the coaching sessions and Kanban meetings. Possible answers were yes, definitively = 1; yes = 2; undecided =
3; no = 4; no, definitively not = 5 and other. 29% answered
yes, definitively and 71% answered yes (MV=1.7, SD=0.48),
so this team regards their time well spent learning about
Kanban.
Feedback meeting
During the meeting several concerns arose, e.g., scope of
issues is too extensive, the most important ones which
were selected to be worked on will be discussed here.
A major issue was that team members wanted to be
more proactive when dealing with problems and bottlenecks. Although they identified a major bottleneck in their
workflow, they ignored it for a while and waited for someone else to resolve it for them. This was mentioned by
team members as both an advantage and disadvantage
of Kanban. On the pro side problems and bottlenecks
become visible quite early, but on the con side, if nobody
feels responsible and the bottleneck is not resolved, the
WIP limit stops the whole development process. We
talked about this and it was explained to them, that this is
one purpose of WIP limits, to make it impossible to ignore
problems and bottlenecks so they have to be resolved and
not linger on for all eternity. If they still choose to ignore it,
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they will soon see the consequences. They understood this
explanation and consequently they made a time-phased
plan how to resolve this bottleneck and immediately took
the first steps. Another effect of this situation was, that
they want to give the work on the project more priority, so
this “Waiting for Godot” will not happen again. As this is a
more vague resolution we plan on examining this strategy
in the future.

6 Results and discussion
This study shows some promising outcomes regarding
the possible benefits of integrating Kanban practices into
FOSS development and also some possible challenges.
RQ1.1 asks if FOSS contributors experience Kanban
knowledge as beneficial to their work and all study participants answered yes. Interestingly, some study participants
even use personal Kanban after the AR and one wants
to introduce it to his working environment. In this case
the use of Kanban transferred over into other parts of the
participants’ lives.
RQ 1.2 raises the question whether interaction or communication during meetings change with the use of the
Kanban method. The majority observed a positive change
in interaction and communication especially with other
teams and stakeholders. Changes within the team were
not experienced as that distinctive.
RQ 1.3 asks if contributors see their time learning about
Kanban as well spent or not. All of them regard their time
as well spent.
Interesting to note is the role of the coach. It was rated
as very beneficial by all study participants, which begs
the questions, if integration of an ASD method can be
accomplished in other FOSS settings where a coach is
not available to the team and if the observed benefits are
stemming more from the coach’s presence than the use of
Kanban practices. Reliance on a coach could also become
a problem, if a team depends on him or her too much, as
one participant stated in Section 5.4.2. Another challenge
may be, that a team decides to ignore problems, despite
all Kanban practices, and one has to figure out how to
overcome such blockades. Adding a new role to already
established FOSS roles [36] could be one way to solve both
problems. Someone with interest in the topic could gather
teaching materials, e.g., videos, which are already available
online, and could remind contributors to pay attention to
the WIP limits and flow etc., very similar to inspecting
code and giving feedback on the code. This role could also
be mindful of possible blockades and speak out, if he or
she discovers one.
Although these results do not provide comprehensive
proof that all FOSS projects can profit from using agile
methods, they show a case where a project profited from
integrating agile methods. The introduction of new methods most probably takes longer than in companies due to
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the limited amount of time, contributors can spend on a
project per week, so one needs patience and endurance
to introduce Kanban. The team will probably experience
some problems with fall-backs into old habits, e.g., trying to sit problems out instead of resolving them quickly,
before people develop a sense of kaizen.
6.1 Limitations

This study has very limited external validity because it is
limited to one hybrid student FOSS project. The results
are not generalizable to other teams or FOSS projects
without further research.
Response bias, might have led to a more positive feedback about Kanban and its possible benefits, because team
members know the researcher personally.
Another limitation could be the researcher’s positionality [18] in the setting. Herr and Anderson [18] describe
positionality as asking the question, “Who am I in relation to my participants and my setting?”. In Subsection 3.2
power distance was already identified as a possible limitation. Participants perceiving the researcher as someone
with informal power, may result in research bias, since
suggestions the researcher makes could be accepted due to
this perceived power distance and not only because team
members agree with suggestions. If possible two or more
alternatives for future steps were proposed to the team,
before they decided, so to hopefully counterbalance this
bias a bit.
The special setting of a hybrid student FOSS project may
be seen as a limiting factor as well, because some characteristics differ from traditional FOSS projects. Developers
want to earn course credits and not only earn reputation
among other developers, contribute to a bigger cause or
“scratch a personal itch” [31]. There exists no group of
core developers, which in typical FOSS projects consists
of 10 to 20% of a team, and which creates around 80% of
the source code [22], and student members change regularly. This could be a future area of research, determining
if and how these different characteristics impact a FOSS
project.
Students as main developers of this project may also
be considered as a limiting factor, because they have not
finished their studies. However, many people without a
formal education in software engineering and from various backgrounds are FOSS contributors, regardless of
their formal education. According to Salman et al. [33]
when a development approach is new to both groups,
students and professionals, show similar performances in
carefully scoped software engineering experiments.

7 Conclusion
Studying the integration of ASD and FOSS can further our
understanding of both worlds. In this paper we were able
to show, that a specific student FOSS project benefited
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from integrating Kanban. Future work should cover more
AR cycles to see if improvements are permanent. The
cycles so far should be conducted with other teams and
within other FOSS settings to assure validity of the findings so far. Another interesting aspect would be to examine the importance of a coach more closely and to figure
out if an additional FOSS role could replace an on-site
coach.

Endnote
1
https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
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